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"Key that brat is in trouble, ah." Chen Bei Xuan acted like a worried old father, the situation
became a little complicated when he knew about the matter of Ancient Town Street.

He wasn't worried about the Qian Yuan Dragon Palace matter before, after all, he
knew what Qian Yuan's original father meant, it was impossible that he would mess up.

But the Lunar Wheel Immortal Palace's gang of madmen were different, they had
been lurking for some time and were extremely difficult to deal with with the realm they had
forcibly raised with the slaughter of countless beings outside the Divine Continent.

Especially those half-demonized Soul Devouring Beasts that they bred, this was
the existence that was a headache.

"Don't worry, just like Green Shirt, just trust that kid, since you have chosen him,
you should trust him." ? Shandi Zero Lu Wu Wu Fu Xi? Lin Cangdou was not in a hurry.

But Chen Bei Xuan couldn't be in no hurry, so he gritted his teeth, "No, I'll go
back."

The first thing that happened was that Chen Bei Xuan waved his hand and a sword

light pierced through the darkness of the underworld, Chen Bei Xuan and the sword light together,
rushed to the sky, wanting to tear open the underworld with a sword light and leave this place!



Suddenly, a terrifying roar rang out from the centre of the Underworld, and the

entire Underworld trembled so much that even the River Styx raised a hefty wave, and Chen

Beixuan's momentum seemed to be hammered down with a bang as if he had been hit on the

head.

Poof!

Chen Beixuan was wounded and spat out a mouthful of blood that glowed white.

"Old baldy! You seek death!" Chen Bei Xuan used his sword to support his body

and barely stood up, pointing in the direction of the Underworld and cursing.

"Amitabha Buddha, Master Chen, since you are here don't leave, why are you in a
hurry to leave before this matter is resolved."

The sound of the Buddha's trumpet rang out from the depths of the Underworld,
which was supposed to be the place of the Nine Underworlds, the place where the spirits sleep in
peace and reincarnation, and surprisingly, the sound of the Buddha's trumpet rang out from here.

The sound was interspersed with a burst of Sanskrit sounds, like my Buddha

whispering Buddhist scriptures.



"You forked-bottom whatsa! You must have some face! Let me go, or I will not be
polite to you!" Chen Beixuan did not care about the other party's compassionate appearance, Chen
Beixuan knew the other party's true face, his bullshit vow of not becoming a Buddha until hell is

empty!

It was just a wish he had made in order to step into sainthood! This was an
impossible goal. In order to become a Buddha, he had directly changed his initial idea and was

planning an incomparably huge conspiracy in the Underworld.

Lin Cangdou was powerless to hold his forehead: "Say you are uncultured and you
still refuse to admit it, and fork the bottom of what sand, you can just call him Jizou."

"Since you are here, don't leave, don't you want to swear the sovereignty of the
New Immortal Court, here is your chance." The voice finished and recited another Buddhist

hymn.

"Hypocrite, true villain." Chen Bei Xuan cursed and retreated to the side, although
Chen Bei Xuan really wanted to fight with the other party, but the key was that he could not do it.

The other side blocked it, and there was no way for him to leave and go back to

help Lin Hao, all he could really do now was to trust Lin Hao.

"It's useless to scold, do you know how much he has demonised by making this

grand vow that he will not become a Buddha until hell is empty?" Lin Cang Dao also felt amused
watching the defeated Chen Bei Xuan, what was there to say about such an existence.



Once, he did want to demonize the entire existence of the Underworld, but then,
how could the Underworld be empty? Therefore it was simply impossible for him to accomplish

it!

He could never become a Buddha, but becoming a Buddha had become his

deepest obsession!

He had found a way!

That day, a furious whistle with the Buddha's hymn shook the entire Underworld!

He no longer needed to redeem these objects of the underworld to become a
Buddha, and he could likewise make the underworld completely empty!

If the boundary between life and death is blurred, if there is no longer a boundary
between life and death, then life and death can come out of the same world, and there will be no
difference between the so-called earth and the underworld, and the underworld will be empty!

But how terrifying is the existence of a world where life and death are not
separated, where life and death coexist?

When the boundaries between life and death become blurred, life and death are

meaningless, as if all people are immortalised, then time loses its meaning.



This time they are mainly targeting the Underworld, apart from shocking it, their
more important aim is to stop this madman!
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Back on this side of Ancient Town Street, Lin Hao was already in a bitter battle, his divine soul
had been violently damaged and his counterattack was no longer effective. Lin Hao could only

stand still and let these monsters rip his divine soul apart, forcing himself to stay awake under the

intense stinging pain in his soul, and began to figure out how to leave and how to solve the current

problem.

Lin Ruoshi was even worse off, her petite body falling to the ground, her soul torn
and scarred, her breath weak beyond belief, these monsters hovered around Lin Ruoshi and had

no intention of continuing to strike.

Hovering in the air, Qin Feng resigned, overlooking the situation below from high

above, his face full of disdain: "An ant-like existence, how dare the light of a grain of rice shine

brightly? Ridiculous."

Qin Feng resign's hands were in control of the formation inscriptions, constantly
changing, and the formation was changing every moment, no matter how much they looked,
there was no way to destroy the formation!

If they wanted to destroy the formation, they would have to destroy the eye of the
formation, but in reality, the eye of the formation was not in the formation at all, but in Qin Feng
resign's hands, so under such circumstances, how could Lin Hao and the others possibly break

free from the formation!



Ka-ching! Ka-cha-cha!

Arm-thick thunderbolts fell around Lin Hao, and the shadows were struck by the

thunderbolts, letting out harsh screams, but an even denser black mist escaped from their bodies.

"Damn you!"

Lin Hao cursed, if this continued, sooner or later, he would have to be consumed
by these monsters.

"Ling Yun, I'm sorry." Lin Hao murmured in a low voice and took out the three

divine tattoos from within his consciousness space.

As soon as the three divine tattoos were taken out they blossomed into a dazzling
golden light, the piercing golden light pierced through the darkness hard, like a blazing sun in the
sky, the darkness around them was broken through like a light that tore through the darkness and

shone all around!

Lin Hao intended to force? Wu Jie Er Xi Pao Lu Yi Wu? Fused with a divine

tattoo!

With the sword of a deity imbued with a divine pattern, he didn't believe that he
couldn't tear through this damned formation seal!



However, the moment this divine pattern appeared, the disembodied monsters let

out a mournful wail, as if snowflakes touching a hot iron quickly smiled and dissipated into the air,
and the black mist around them began to recede like a tidal wave.

"Damn, how can this guy possess a divine tattoo? Eldest Miss didn't even know
about this!" Qin Feng rhetorically threw the formation core inscription in his hand with a miserable

cry, for the moment the divine pattern appeared, the inscription in his hand was like a red-hot
branding iron, and a puff of white smoke rose from his hands, and he even smelt a pungent smell
of flesh.

But in a flash, his palms were cooked!

Those who were in various parts of the formation space were able to see the
blinding golden light, Ling Yun's eyes lit up with the light of the divine pattern, had Lin Hao taken
out the divine pattern?

The light blossomed, dazzling, and Qin Feng resigned because he had thrown out

the formation inscription, the whole formation looked unstable.

"Unlucky, it seems that I have to discard this Soul Devouring Beast." Qin Feng
Resign cursed, dodged into the formation, casually copied Lin Ruoshi, who was no longer able to
resist, and dodged and left in a hurry!

Not long after Qin Feng Resignation left, the formation that enveloped Ancient

Town Street also quietly collapsed.



"Lin Hao, are you alright?" Ling Yun was the first to break through the formation
and saw Lin Hao, followed by Lei Ling, Rui Lin, but was late in seeing Lin Ruoshi come out.

Ling Yun hurried over to hold Lin Hao in place, his face was pale and weak, the
most serious damage was to his divine soul, Lin Hao's divine soul was full of gaps visible to the
naked eye, which showed how deeply he had been injured.

Spirit Rhyme's treatment was only able to restore the injuries and restore the aura

in his body extremely quickly, but it was unable to repair the damage to his divine soul.

"Where's Xiao shi? Have you guys seen Xiao shi?" Lin Hao's frail face was filled
with anxiety when he saw that everyone had returned, except for his daughter, who was missing.

"We all said that we were separated by the formation alone, we didn't see Xiao
shi ...... bad, Xiao shi might have been captured by them." Ling Yun's face changed slightly, it
seemed that the other party had indeed come for Lin Hao and Lin Ruoshi.
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"Those bastards!" Lin Hao's face was fierce with rage as a piercing killing intent erupted around

him, and some of the aura that had just been restored by Spirit Rhythm was unleashed in full

without hesitation.

Ka-ching!



Lin Hao exploded his aura in his fury, surprisingly breaking through the shackles

of a fourth grade Illusionary Spirit Master by chance and reaching a fifth grade early stage
Illusionary Spirit Master.

However, right now, Lin Hao didn't even care about his breakthrough, it was Lin
Ruoshi's safety, his daughter was his heart and soul, and these bastards were challenging his

bottom line!

A dragon has scales that are angry when touched, and Lin Ruoshi is the most

terrifying of Lin Hao's scales!

"Lin Hao, don't be impulsive, the other party is obviously only taking Xiao shi, at
least for now he won't hurt her." Ling Yun did manage to remain calm, the other party was fully
capable of directly decapitating them.

At least decapitating Lin Hao or Lin Ruoshi was no problem at all, according to
Ling Yun's estimation, the other party was at least a seventh grade Illusionary Spirit Master
powerhouse, and an extremely strong formation master.

It was obvious that he could have killed them directly, but the other party didn't
do so, instead he went to the trouble of setting up a formation, obviously with another plan!

If Lin Hao hadn't eventually taken out the divine pattern shock, the other party
would have continued to torture Lin Hao and captured him after he was completely incapable of
fighting back.



But Lin Hao, who was in a state of rage, couldn't listen to them at all, he only
knew that his daughter had been captured by those heartless madmen!

"Ling Yun, I'm sorry." Lin Hao whispered, gripped the divine pattern and jumped

onto Rui Lin's back, "Take me home, quick!"

"Roar!" Rui Lin roared lowly and turned into a white stream of light as he sped off

towards the Lin family.

Looking at Lin Hao's departing figure, Ling Yun was a little disappointed, as if Lin
Hao's departure was an eternal goodbye. "Sister Ling Yun, my brother is also anxious about Xiao

Shi, I hope you can understand." Seeing Ling Yun's frustrated look, Lei Ling comforted Ling Yun

with a bit of heartache.

Ling Yun nodded gently: "Don't worry, I understand, I don't blame him, besides
it's a matter of time, sooner or later, it doesn't matter much anymore."

Lei Ling didn't say anything, she knew that, don't look at Ling Yun's spontaneous
words, but in reality, the time she spent with her brother, the other party hated to spend a minute
as if it was a day.

But there was no way, when something happened to Lin Ruoshi, Lin Hao couldn't
possibly still keep his sanity, because no matter how powerful he was, he was still all the father of
a child.



"You go back and watch your brother, be careful of those guys killing back, I'll go
back to the Qinhuai Golden House." Ling Yun sped off as a pink stream of light, she was going to
ask her sister why she hadn't stepped in to stop him just now!

If her sister had stepped in, this would not have been the case.

"Fairy Green Shirt, I'll see you later." Ling Yun had just reached the Golden Tower
when she heard Ao Feng's voice ring out, and the divine Dao rainbow bridge above the Golden

Tower slowly dissipated with it.

Ao Feng's mission had been completed since ? The shade Shandi steak closed the

shade Fuzhan? It was impossible for him to remain here.

He had only one mission, and that was to stop the Green Shirt Fairy and forbid her
from participating in it.

When she heard Ao Feng's voice, Ling Yun also understood everything, and she,
who had originally returned in a rage to ask for help, suddenly fell silent.

It wasn't that her sister was unwilling to help, but she was being held back and

had no way to help, so she could only watch.



What Ling Yun did not know was that not only was Qing Shirt stopped, but Chen
Bei Xuan and the others were also stopped and trapped in the Underworld, unable to leave at all.

Seeing Ling Yun come back in a rage, Qing Shirt knew that his sister had come

back to ask for punishment, but Qing Shirt still spoke with a calm expression, "Is that guy
alright?"

"Something is wrong, his divine soul is badly damaged, his divine soul wound is
badly torn, his daughter was also taken away by those guys, he's going to fuse the divine pattern."
Ling Yun sighed and eventually couldn't hold back, tears slipped from the corners of her eyes,
Ling Yun flung herself into Qing Shirt's arms and cried sadly.

Alas~!

Qing Shirt sighed helplessly, but he didn't know what to say.

Perhaps there was no need to say anything again, what Ling Yun needed was not

comfort, she just needed an embrace to let her cry out.
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After crying for a long time, Ling Yun then wiped the tears from the corners of her eyes with red

eyes, "I'm sorry sister, I lost my temper."



"There's no need to say sorry." Qing Shirt shook her head and reached out to

smooth out Ling Yun's long messy hair, "There is no need to worry about Lin Hao's injuries, when
he fuses his divine pattern, his divine soul will repair itself, and even his divine soul strength will
go to a higher level, after fusing his divine pattern, his deity sword will be equivalent to half the

level of Xuan Yuan Sword, no one under the deity will be his match anymore."

"Little sister, I want to tell you, Lin Hao is going this way, you mustn't follow him,
promise sister can you?" Qing Shie looked at his sister with a grave gaze.

One could not go, much less go!

That was a road of no return.

"Sister, you know me." Ling Yun shook her head gently, she knew why her sister

was stopping her.

Because there was no return from this trip, and she could not? Erxie Ai Di Fuzha

Ai Xi? come back alive again.

Green Shirt was speechless and did not continue to discourage her, but instead
asked her sister to stay and keep her company, or at least, wait until Lin Hao had successfully

fused the divine pattern before leaving.

This trip, I'm afraid, is the last farewell for the two sisters.



......

Lin Ruo Shi woke up leisurely, Lin Ruo Shi found that the space around her was

still imprisoned by the formation, while she was being carried through the air at a gallop.

Lin Ruoshi was terrified, but she was extremely weak and had no strength left.

Lin Ruoshi raised her head with difficulty, and when she saw that it was the uncle

who was on patrol, Lin Ruoshi could not believe her eyes, her tiny head, a big question mark:
"Uncle patrol, how is it you ...... you, how can you be a bad uncle!"

The actual fact is that this is a very good idea, and yesterday afternoon, when she
was counting the votes to draw the lucky audience, this Qin Feng resignation also helped her a lot.

"Then why can't it be me again? I came close to you guys, originally to deal with
you." Qin Fengzui laughed disdainfully, completely different from before when he had cursed

and cursed with an unkind tone, but his words were filled with concern for them.

How could Lin Ruoshi imagine why people could have so many faces?

This change was a little too fast!



Obviously a good uncle, but suddenly turned into a bad uncle, and even wounded
and caught her, which made Lin Ruoshi unable to accept.

Qin Feng resigned and stopped paying attention to Lin Ruoshi, taking her towards
the Sea Tide Immortal Palace like a madman, as long as she reached the Sea Tide Immortal

Palace, it would be difficult for Lin Ruoshi to fly even if she had wings.

Another green stream of light was also speeding towards them, and it was none

other than Ao Dog, who had just had a big fight with the Dragon King and had run away from

home.

Ao Inu had gone back to argue with his father, but the Dragon King had turned out
to be dismissive of it, as if it was really just as Qian Yuan had said, that Ao Feng had put it behind
him and was not going to pursue it, and even Ao Inu had a vague feeling that Ao Feng was using
Qian Yuan.

What made Ao Dog even more furious was the discovery that his own father was
going to target Lin Hao and work with the MoonWheel Fairy, which caused Ao Dog to have a big
fight with Ao Feng when he found out about it, but still failed to stop Ao Feng.

While Ao Feng was driving the rainbow bridge and opening the divine path to
restrict Qing Shirt, Ao Dog took the opportunity to flee the Dragon Palace, Ao Dog had to correct
this mistake himself, he couldn't let his father go on making mistakes like this again and again.

Seeing Ao Dog fleeing, Ao Feng, who had opened his divine path, was unable to
detach himself to stop Ao Dog, and could only scold the unfilial son.



Ao Dog ignored it and fled the Dragon Palace all the way, encountering the
interception of the strongest of the Dragon Clan on his way out. Luckily, his passive technique was
able to riot his Qi and after fleeing for some time, these Dragon Clan directly lost track of him,
except for Ao Feng, his own father, who was able to sense him, the other Dragon Clan was able to
simply ignore him in no time.

Besides, unlike Ao Dog, they were unable to leave the confines of the East Sea
Dragon Palace.

Ao Dog sped all the way back and coincidentally ran into Qin Feng Resign who
had captured Lin Ruoshi.

"Hm? Who is this? What! Little Shi has been captured!" Ao Dog saw clearly the

person being carried by Qin Feng Rui, and his eyebrows locked up, something must have

happened to Lin Hao's side, how important Lin Ruoshi was to Lin Hao, Ao Dog knew it best, now
Lin Ruoshi was actually captured by someone, but Lin Hao didn't chase after her, so what a big
deal Lin Hao's side had made!
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Ao Dog hesitated, but finally decided to save Lin Ruoshi first, and chased after him all the way

towards Qin Fengzui, waiting for an opportunity to save Lin Ruoshi.

Ao Dog did not make the first move because Ao Dog found out that the other
party was a Seventh Realm Illusionary Spirit Master, whose realm was higher than his own. If Qin
Feng Rui was alone, he would not be worried, but the difficulty was that Lin Ruoshi was still in his
hands, and he was afraid of hurting Lin Ruoshi by mistake.



The Lin family residence, Lin Hao has already begun to fuse the divine pattern,
according to the steps of the Xuan Yuan sword casting diagram in the parchment book, follow the

order to fuse the divine pattern in the right place of the deity's sword! ,

Lin Hao endured the pain in his soul as he held one of the divine patterns and

injected his divine thoughts along with his aura into the divine pattern.

The divine tattoo had been forged a long time ago, and it was only necessary to

fuse it with the divine thoughts, allowing it to adapt to one's own divine thoughts and thus fuse it
with the Sword of Gods.

As the divine thoughts continued to pour into the divine tattoo, it began to glow
with a dazzling golden light, a sharp but divine aura hovering around Lin Hao, the golden light
dissipating and the inscription melting away, turning into a golden dragon that surrounded Lin

Hao, a dragon roar sounding out and a burst of dragon might emanating from it.

This was the dragon might of a true divine dragon, similar to the feeling he had
when he saw the old Dragon King Ao Feng.

Lin Hao had never expected that the dragon might contained in this one divine
tattoo would be so terrifying!

With the success of the first divine tattoo, the second one was much easier!



The second divine pattern was also refined by Lin Hao. After a crimson light

dissipated, the divine pattern melted and transformed into a phoenix that was reborn in fire,
surrounded by a sea of fire, no, it was as if the sea of fire existed for her.

The phoenix chirped and the dragon chanted in response.

Dragon and phoenix divine patterns?

And what would the third divine pattern be?

Without further hesitation, the third divine pattern successfully fused, and after it

had melted, instead of any foreign beasts appearing, a golden-robed villain was formed, and it

looked quite familiar!

When the little man saw Lin Hao, he laughed out loud: "Hahahaha, I didn't expect
that after such a long period of time, the time had finally come to solve the problem once and for

all? So it's you, the unlucky one who was chosen, how pitiful."

The golden-robed villain dived headlong into the deity? The closed and dyed

Sanwu zero whisk? The sword of the deity trembled violently, emitting a trembling sound.

Phoenixes and divine dragons chanted one after another as the phoenixes and
divine dragons rose up into the air, then swooped down and likewise automatically dived into the

Sword of the Gods.



Lin Hao was a little confused, what unlucky man?

Wait a minute, why does this sound so much like the Yellow Emperor's voice?

No!

I'm afraid that when the Xuan Yuan Sword was first cast, three extra divine
patterns were specially created just to wait for today, and the voice within this divine pattern was
also left behind then.

For this matter, the other party had actually plotted for over twenty thousand

years.

Lin Hao couldn't help but suck in a cold breath, wouldn't that mean that he was
the unlucky one that the other party had plotted for over 20,000 years and then was chosen?

No wonder the other party would say that!

While Lin Hao was thinking nonsense, the Xuan Yuan sword suddenly emitted an

unrelentingly terrifying aura, the aura was climbing, climbing faster and faster, more and more

swiftly, its form resembled the Xuan Yuan sword more and more, and what shocked Lin Hao

even more was that.



This Xuan Yuan Sword actually had half the elegance of the Xuan Yuan Sword!

The Eye of Silence! Open!

An inscription on the deity's sword emitted an endless aura of death and silence,
exactly like the original Xuanyuan Sword!

Dragon form, open!

With a dragon roar, another golden inscription lit up, and with a click, the Sword
of the Gods shattered into countless pieces.

However, the next moment, Lin Hao was shocked by a scene that appeared!

A dragon's roar shook the heavens and the Sword of the Gods turned into

hundreds of fragments. Originally, Lin Hao thought that the Sword of the Gods had been fused in

the wrong way and was simply ruined.

However, as if the mechanism had been triggered, the fragments quickly merged,
and the whole blossomed into a golden light, forming a sword in the shape of a dragon!



Why did Lin Hao look somewhat familiar?
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Isn't this the legendary third form of the Heavenly Sin Sword, the Dragon Form?

According to legend, the Heavenly Sin Sword contains many mechanisms that

allow it to change form constantly, and is so hostile that once it is sheathed, it will definitely be

stained with blood!

But this seems to be the second form of the sword, right? Not to mention, it looks
really formidable, with the dragon's might shaking it, and when it is wielded, it can burst out with
a mind-altering dragon roar, which has a huge impact on the enemy's mind.

The longer the battle goes on, the more powerful it becomes, and the more

courageous it becomes.

Clap, clap, clap!

The dragon form of the sword of the deity in Lin Hao's hand was outside, and then
the phoenix's cry rang out as the fragments of the sword turned into burning flames, which were
even able to burn space to the point of creating violent ripples, as if burning a piece of space into
nothingness!



The fire of the phoenix's nirvana!

A fiery phoenix was reborn from the flames, its proud phoenix cry resounded

through the surrounding world, the temperature around it rose wildly, even as everything around it
began to burn, but Lin Hao could not feel the slightest bit of heat, instead it was a little bit cold.

This was the third form of the sword! The phoenix form!

The sword turned into a fire phoenix surrounding Lin Hao, and with a single

thought, he could guide this fire phoenix to turn into a bloodthirsty divine weapon, killing all
directions!

"A good sword, a really good sword!" Lin Hao sighed in admiration, while the
next moment, Lin Hao let out a miserable scream, and the horrible pain that stung his soul caused
him to lie on the ground twitching all over.

That fire phoenix actually circled around Lin Hao before all the nirvana flames
drowned him!

The flames did not harm Lin Hao's body, but the Nirvana Flame, it had a fatal

damage to the soul!

Nirvana forging? The Nirvana Forging? The soul!



It was repairing the soul injury in Lin Hao's body, but Lin Hao was in so much
pain that he nearly lost his breath, and was in so much pain that he was dying.

Lin Hao wanted to pass out, but it was no use at all, even if he passed out, his soul
was still awake, being forged and destroyed by the Nirvana Flame every moment.

Lin Hao's divine soul was constantly going through the process of rebirth and

destruction, a process that was constantly being repeated, and the surroundings were filled with

Lin Hao's miserable and unbearable screams!

This frightened the white cat and the thunder spirit, and even more so, the
surrounding newly moved over illusionists, was this old Lin family mansion haunted or what?

What's going on here?

The two Lei Lin families moved away, but did not rent out these old mansions to

the public, but the departure of the Xu family, but directly sold all the ancestral homes, knowing
that there is no way to compete with the two Lei Lin families, run is the wise choice.

"No, I have to go and see how my brother is doing." Lei Ling's face was
incomparably ugly, just hearing the screams was enough to break her heart, how could she endure

her brother going through such painful torture.

"Together." Rui Lin was was also feeling the powerful bloodline suppression,
which possessed the same aura suppression of the divine beast bloodline, a more powerful



bloodline than the Vermilion Bird divine beast, which made the white cat Rui Lin feel a great
oppression.

But if anything happened to Lin Hao, they would all have to be finished as well,
even if they had to stiffen their heads, they had to go and take a look.

"No one is allowed to go!"

Peach blossoms fell colourfully, directly blocking the path of one man and one

tiger, and Ling Yun's figure slowly revealed itself.

Luckily, she had arrived from the Golden Mansion just in time, otherwise there
was a real possibility that the worried two would have interrupted Lin Hao's state at this moment,
and although they also had good intentions, the consequences were not something Lin Hao could
bear.

"Why sister Ling Yun? My brother is in so much pain, think of something to help
him." Lei Ling was anxious, how could Ling Yun come over and not only not help, but stop them
from helping!

"No, this is a critical moment for Lin Hao, he must suffer like this." When Ling

Yun heard Lin Hao's miserable screams, her heart ached no less than Lei Ling's, but there was
nothing that could be done about it.



"In the battle at Ancient Town Street, Lin Hao's divine soul was greatly damaged,
his injuries can be recovered, but the damage to his divine soul is not so easily repaired, now this

Nirvana Flame is re-forging his soul, if he is able to carry it through, not only will his injuries be
repaired, his divine soul will also be able to go to the next level."
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Hearing Ling Yun say that, Lei Ling and the white cat Rui Lin both stopped in their tracks, if that
was the case, they really couldn't be bothered.

But listening to Lin Hao's harsh screams, their hearts were dripping with blood,
but there was nothing they could do.

Ling Yun had to use a secret technique to close her six senses, and even more so,
she helped Lei Ling to close her six senses so that she could not hear Lin Hao's miserable cries.

This was a bit weird to cover up, but the two of them could not do anything at all.
It was very difficult for them to listen to Lin Hao's miserable screams, but there was nothing they
could do to help.

On the other side, Ao Dog had already chased after Qin Feng resigned almost to

the edge of the demon capital, if they didn't do something about it, they might not have a chance.

"These bastards, how dare you take Xiao shi captive, you are truly ruthless, these
bastards of the Qin family, the loyal dogs of the Moon Wheel Immortal Palace." Ao Dog gritted
his teeth, Xiao Shi was so cute, how did they have the cruelty to do such a deadly act?



Observing along the way, Ao Dog had already noticed that Lin Ruoshi's current
state was outrageously weak and her divine soul had been greatly damaged, fortunately, Lin
Ruoshi's physique seemed to be very special, the injury to her divine soul was slowly recovering,
but? Shanxi zero Shan Yi Shan Yi? The situation was not optimistic either.

The other side came to the demon capital, then it should be that the other side's
main camp is in the demon capital.

Ao Dog frowned, he was going to make a move, if he really let this person return
to the demon capital, he wouldn't have a chance to do it!

Ao Dog used his heaven defying talent to quickly approach Qin Feng Rui, who
didn't sense any of Ao Dog's scent at all.

After Ao Dog got close to Qin Feng Rui, he brazenly struck out, attacking him
directly with his strongest strike, while also gently flinging Lin Ruoshi away from him, just so he
could break the confining formation that imprisoned Lin Ruoshi's surroundings without injuring
her.

With a loud boom, Qin Feng Resign was suddenly and forcefully attacked by

someone else with a terrifying might that should be the strongest strike of a peak sixth grade
Illusionary Spirit Master!



Without any defence, even though his realm had reached the level of early seventh

rank, he was seriously injured, spitting out blood and bursting back, the key was that the
confinement of Lin Ruoshi that he controlled in his hand was opened.

"Bastard!Who the hell sneaked up on Laozi, stand out for me!" The air around him
produced an ear-splitting sonic boom, a thunderous roar.

He had never thought that he would be suddenly attacked when he was almost at
his doorstep.

Qin Feng resign's long whistle was directly heard by the Qin family's immortal

slaves who were at the Sea Tide Immortal Palace, and they all attacked quickly towards this side.

Qin Feng Resignation was under attack!

Ao Dog's figure slowly appeared, Ao Dog rushed over quickly with a crazy speed,
came to Lin Ruoshi's side and took Lin Ruoshi in his arms, dodged and ran for his life, ignoring
Qin Feng Resignation at all.

In a solo fight, he might not be able to beat Qin Fengzui, not to mention that he
had already sensed several powerful auras coming from behind him, the worst of which was even
at the sixth grade mid level.

How on earth did this group of madmen suddenly become so terrifying in
strength?



"Uncle Ao Dog, you've come to save Xiao Shi." Lin Ruoshi was lying weakly in
Ao Dog's arms, seeing Ao Dog, Lin Ruoshi felt that she was finally saved, her face was filled with
a happy smile, suddenly Xiao Shi thought of something, her pretty face turned white and she

hurriedly shouted, "Uncle Ao Dog, don't mind me, go and save daddy, daddy is in trouble, Xiao
Shi is fine, you go and save daddy first, then come with daddy to save Xiao Shi, okay? "

Ao dog some helpless look in the arms of the understanding little girl, heart some
south country at the same time some helpless: "You little girl, your father that guy how can be

okay? You can put 10,000 heart you, do not talk, you are now very weak, first go back to talk,
OK."

Ao Dog was now running for his life, but the other side was also pursuing him
very quickly.

Wait, wait again, wait again and they won't be able to see themselves, but Lin
Ruoshi, who is on top of himself, may still be seen by the other side, unless he is held in his arms

and completely covered up.

Chapter 2428

The distance between the two sides was getting closer and closer, and the other side had already

started to strike in preparation for attacking Ao Dog, the distance was perfectly sufficient.

Ao Inu ran even faster in fear.



"You can't run away like this Uncle Ao Dog, let Soshi do it." Xiao shi began to use
the only spirit left in her body? Yi'er whisked Lu zero closed? Qi and began to try to forcefully

rip through space, opening a rift and escaping from here through the void.

Ao dog also know, as long as Lin Ruoshi will crack open, nothing happened, but
look at Lin Ruoshi face pale, weak as can be, pretty face is also full of is dried blood, which
makes Ao dog can not open this mouth, the heart hurts to death.

How could they do that to such a cute little girl?

Lin Ruoshi struggled a few times, trying to tear open the void space, but she
simply couldn't do it, she was too weak: "I can't, Xiaoshi is too useless ......"

"Xiao shi can't say that about herself, Xiao shi is already very good." Ao Dog
handed a bottle of spirit liquid to Lin Ruoshi while fleeing like mad: "You drink it first, take your
time to recover, uncle can still hold out, as long as you recover some, we will enter the void space
and run away again."

After saying this Ao Dog transformed into her original body, a terrifying dragon

roar resounded through the heavens and the earth, while Little Bird was in her mouth, protected by
her to the death, Ao Dog's speed once again skyrocketed, the dragon's tail flung, a terrifying
strong wind flung towards the pursuing enemies, blocking the Qin family's immortal slaves'
pursuit.



Lin Ruoshi sat weakly on Ao Dog's teeth, pausing to drink the spirit liquid Ao Dog
gave her.

Drinking like this?

This terrifying Ao Dog gave enough of a scare, this stuff can't be eaten like this ah,
it's easy to explode and die, this is no joke! Burp!

In the case of Ao Dog's worry, Lin Ruoshi did not have any problems, and even

burped, a burp out of the gas is like a fog state, it can be seen that this thing's spirit qi richness to
what level.

Lin Ruoshi did not have anything, but because the state of the soul is not very
good, a lot of spiritual qi has escaped, some support.

"So full, why do I feel like I can drink water and be bursting, what kind of water
is this?" Lin Ruoshi touched her round little tummy, feeling so amazing looking.

"Uncle Aoyog, there's more, I still want to drink." Lin Ruoshi shook the empty
bottle and asked curiously.

Ao Dog: ......



No more, no more, it's all for you ah.

Seeing Ao Dog's look, Lin Ruoshi also understood that there must be no more.

Lin Ruoshi beckoned, "Uncle Ao Dog, change back quickly, I can."

Ao Inu's body was now showing injuries, being surrounded by many Sixth Grade
Illusionary Spirit Masters and three Seventh Grade Illusionary Spirit Masters, the dragon scales on
his body had all shed quite a lot, and a shocking wound kept flowing golden blood.

"Good!" Ao Dog didn't pretend to be a human and quickly regained his human

form, hugging Lin Ruoshi.

Lin Ruoshi flung her hand and tore a crack in space, and the two of them dug

straight into the void space.

Because Lin Ruoshi's divine soul was severely injured, she was now only

recovering some of her aura, so she was only able to tear open such a large opening. After a few
dozen seconds of sprinting all the way through the void air, Lin Ruoshi could not hold on any

longer and had to return to reality from the void space.

Seeing that they had already entered the void, the Qin family immortal slaves

cursed that they had still let someone get away.



But not a moment later, they suddenly sensed the aura of two more people

appearing a few kilometres ahead.

"Quickly chase!" Qin Feng resigned brightly, "That little brat is in bad shape, they
don't have the means to walk in the void for long, give chase!"

A stream of light once again ruthlessly continued the pursuit.

Although Lin Ruoshi's soul was in an unstable state, she was able to endure the
pain, frowning and gritting her teeth as she continued to enter the void, only to be forced to come
out of it again and return to reality in a short while.

But even so, there was still no way to get rid of the other side's pursuit.

And as he watched Lin Ruoshi's soul grow weaker and weaker, Ao Dog's heart
was breaking!

He really wanted to fight these bastards, but when he saw the cute little girl in his

arms, Ao Dog had to hold back his anger and roared towards Jin Ling.
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At the Lin family's ancestral home in Jinling, Lin Hao's painful screams had stopped, even as he
was able to perfectly control the Nirvana Flame.



The Nirvana Flame allows him to be reborn in Nirvana and reshape his soul, and
even more so, it has a powerful effect in repairing his soul.

Lin Hao woke up leisurely, surrounded by the Nirvana Flames, but these flames
did not harm him in any way, and were even full of affinity, not even damaging the corners of his
clothes in the slightest.

The dazzling red fire phoenix surrounded Lin Hao and chirped incomparably, a
clear and melodious sound.

Lin Hao beckoned, and the fire phoenix lifted its form and reappeared as the

Sword of the Gods, but on the Sword of the Gods, there were three more terrifying and mysterious

divine patterns, and only then did the Sword of the Gods truly take on the form of a god.

The Nirvana flames that surrounded Lin Hao also dived into Lin Hao's body, and
the whole process was silent.

Outside, Ling Yun and the three were still incredibly worried, for Lin Hao had
stopped screaming for a long time, so why had he not come out after so long? Could it be that

something had gone wrong?

This was no joke at all, if something had gone wrong, it would be a big deal.



The people outside were worried to death, while Lin Hao was now all smiles, he
had now broken through, his realm had reached the peak of the fifth grade, a fifth grade peak
Illusionary Spirit Master.

He had directly crossed a huge level, rising from the peak of the fourth rank to the

peak of the fifth rank, he felt stronger than ever, the power in his body seemed to be a constant

source, there was no end to it.

The weapon in his hand was even sharper, as sharp as a heavenly sword, and even
gave him the feeling that if he exploded with his sword at full power, he was afraid that it could

tear apart the heavens! Handing out a sword could shatter the void!

"Surprisingly, it has a similarity to the Heavenly Sin Sword, then from now on

you'll be called the Divine Heavenly Sin Sword!" Looking at the sword in his hand, Lin Hao was
incomparably satisfied, and now his divine soul strength was also strong to the extreme.

As soon as Lin Hao flung his hand, the Heavenly Sin Sword in his hand turned

into countless pieces, forming a golden swimming dragon infecting Lin Hao's arm, which was
simply too convenient.

Lin Hao stretched out, his weapon upgraded, his divine soul solidified and his

realm elevated, it was time to settle the score with these bastards.

While Ling Yun and the others were tense as hell, Lin Hao pushed his way out, his
face rosy and radiant, where he looked the least bit injured, even his physique was extremely full.



"Brother, are you alright?" Lei Ling was the first to pounce over, she was worried
sick just now.

Ling Yun and the white cat were also very nervous about Lin Hao's situation and
quickly walked over to Lin Hao's side, Ling? Serve Lu Shan Dye Shan Yi Ai Serve? Rhyme even

released peach blossom petals into Lin Hao's body.

In a short while, Ling Yun's face revealed a charming smile: "Congratulations, the
injuries are all gone, not to mention that the strength has gone to a higher level, the divine soul is
also becoming more and more solid, it is really a good thing after another."

Lin Hao looked at Ling Yun with a complicated expression and nodded, not
saying anything.

For Lin Hao, it was indeed a series of good things, but for Ling Yun, it was not a
good thing, or even an outright bad thing.

Just when the atmosphere was a little awkward, a furious roar rolled in from

hundreds of kilometres away, containing a dense dragon might that even woke up the entire
population of Jinling from their dreams.

One must know that Lin Hao's tragic scream just now only woke up the people in

this area to sleep, but this roar of rage woke up the entire Jinling and even the surrounding people.



"Lin Hao, you son of a bitch! Come and get me or you'll be waiting to collect my

corpse and your daughter's if you don't hurry!" From the distance rolled Ao Dog's angry shout.

Ao Dog was already very close to Jinling, but he was in a very bad state, and had
already been injured under the siege, so I was afraid he wouldn't make it to Jinling, just like the
Hai Tide members who had fled to Jinling.

The main thing is that Lin Ruoshi's condition is also very bad now, she can't tear
through space anymore and it's hard to even stay awake.

Chapter 2430

He had to howl this, hoping that Lin Hao was okay to pick up the pieces, otherwise it would all be
over.

"Mud, it must be those bastards from the Qin family." The sea tide clerk also
rushed out, his aura of the middle sixth grade released.

Lin Hao's face was as gloomy as water, and without too many words, his body
was exposed and he crossed the sky like lightning, heading straight for where Ao Dog was.

Lei Ling jumped onto the white cat's back as soon as he could, "Take me there."

The sea tide member rushed to the sky its, and Ling Yun transformed into a peach
blossom petal like a wind tornado and followed over just as extremely fast.



"Damn?What now? Still chasing or not?" The Qin family immortal slave stopped,
this had already alarmed the other side ah.

This time, five sixth grade Illusionary Spirit Masters and two seventh grade

Illusionary Spirit Masters had been used to chase Ao Dog, with Qin Hai Grievance being the main
output, a mid-seventh grade Illusionary Spirit Master was no joke.

Ao Dog's body was covered in wounds, half of which were his work.

Qin Hai Grieving's face changed slightly before he finally gritted his teeth,
"Retreat."

"We can't retreat! He will soon not be able to hold on, we must make a move to
stop him, he is only a traitor to the Dragon Clan, even if we kill the Dragon King, he may not
blame us, not to mention that it was so easy to force them to such a desperate situation, that Lin
Hao's divine soul is severely damaged, it is not enough to worry about at all, what are you afraid
of?" Qin Feng resigned, but he did not want to leave here.

This has been forced to such a situation, and still let the other party go, that? Wu

Yi Xi Er Land Wu Xi? Isn't it funny?

"Don't you forget that we are subject to Ao Feng, a superior-subordinate
relationship, not an equal relationship, and this is Prince Ao Dog, even if he betrayed the Dragon
Clan, but if he dies in our hands, do you think Ao Feng will let us go?" Qin Hai grievance coldly
looked at Qin Feng resignation.



"Heh, a bunch of goons, so what if they are stronger than me? Just a bunch of

trash, cowardly things like rats." Qin Feng Rui looked at the few of them with utmost mockery,
just a bunch of cowards.

"You!" If it was anyone else, he would have torn his mouth open.

But Qin Feng Rui, he still had some scruples, high-end Illusory Spirit Formation

Master, much more terrifying than Illusory Spirit Battle Master, although one realm higher than

Qin Feng Rui, but that endless means, he may not even be his opponent, if he was not careful, he
was able to overturn the gutter.

"Continue the pursuit! Stop them at all costs, and also, don't hurt Ao Dog's life, or
else we won't be able to give a good account, anyone who dares to stop them will be killed

without amnesty!" Qin Hai Grievous gritted his teeth and continued the pursuit!

But with such a delay on their part, they had allowed Ao Dog to run a short

distance.

Although these people stopped where they were, Ao Dog did not dare to let up in

the slightest.

When he sensed that there were people behind him, he screamed in fear.



Are they really not afraid of the Fairy of the Green Shirt or what? They didn't
panic at all, did they?

At this moment, Ao Dog was surprised to find that a blinding stream of light had

broken through the sky and was rushing over at a terrifying speed.

It was Lin Hao!

Lin Hao was the first to arrive, looking towards those immortal slaves of the Qin

Clan, Lin Hao's gaze was cold and piercing as he flung his hand and swept his sword across!

As soon as Lin Hao flung his hand, the Heavenly Sin Sword that was wrapped

around his arm was scattered and reorganised once more into its first form.

At the same time, the first inscription on the Heavenly Sin Sword flickered out in

a haze of light.

The Eye of Silence opened!

Lin Hao gripped the Heavenly Sin Sword and swept it towards the few people
running towards him!



The sword qi cut through the void and space shattered with it, the aura of silence
devoured everything the sword qi passed through, the air was swallowed and space was shattered

by the sharp sword qi.

"This breath ...... er ......"

A sixth grade mid-level Illusionary Spirit Master who was running at the front of
the pack, before he could finish his words, was directly sealed by Lin Hao's sword qi, the silent
sword qi even devoured his body with reckless abandon, his body turned into nothingness in an

instant.

A sixth grade mid-level immortal slave, pawn!

The silent sword qi did not have the slightest intention of stopping, and directly

pounced on the four nearest immortal slaves of the Qin Clan.

Those four immortal slaves were also of mid to late sixth rank strength, but in the
face of such an appalling sword, the four of them could only flee and retreat for their lives.
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